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Why the BSR cultural Identity is exist?

• We have our common Baltic sea

• One common history of centuries-old interaction

• There is relatively good transport links between the 

regions

• Relatively constant close tourist connections within the 

region



Why is culture so important in building relationships??

1 Culture = a bridge between countries

2 Culture permeates almost all areas of interaction

3 Cultural attractiveness of the region can become an incentive for its 

development



What problems are there in cultural interaction?

• VISA REGIME

• Transport accessibility of certain regions

• Poor coverage of regional events in the cultural sphere

• Cultural stereotypes





Why we can start to improve the situation from KALININGRAD?

• Historical mix

• Our region is super popular now for Russian and 

foreign tourists. Any event here can attract a lot of 

attention

• The region has extensive experience in hosting 

international cultural events

• The region has a great natural diversity

• Availability of infrastructure after the FIFA World Cup

• Developed youth organizations

• State investments in the tourist and cultural 

attractiveness of the region

AND… WE WANT TO PROVIDE….



BALTIC STREETS

What is BALTIC STREETS?

BALTIC STREETS is a global festival that touches on several spheres of life of today's youth. 

These are sports, music, art, cinema and food we all love so much :). We unite youth with 

different interests by uniting these 5 spheres into one. The theme of the festival is related to 

street culture, which is gaining popularity all over the world year by year.

How is it conducted?

The festival takes place in a limited area for several days. Within walking distance, there are 

street food, basketball courts, open-air cinema, concert stage, etc. BALTIC STREETS takes 

place in the summer, once a month in different countries of BSSSC members.



Some details about BALTIC STREETS

1 Basketball Tournament 3x3

Basketball 3x3 is one of the most developing 

sports in the world, especially in Europe. The 

teams from the BSSSC members countries 

occupy leading positions in the world rankings.  

Such as Šakiai (Lithuania), Energa Gdansk 

(Poland), Gagarin (Russia). The 3x3 basketball 

court doesn’t require much space, which makes 

it possible to hold a tournament in a limited 

area.

2 The Dunk Contest 

will be held as part of a 3x3 basketball tournament. 

The top jumping competition is a traditional part of 

the major basketball tournaments. This is a 

spectacular competition between 3-6 dunkers from 

BSSSC members and guest stars. According to that 

at the moment some of the best dunkers in the 

world are representatives of the BSSSC members 

(for example, Rafal Lipinski - 5th times FIBA World 

Dunk Champion and Piotr Grabowski - 4x Fiba Dunk 

contest winner from Gdansk Poland), the 

competition will look spectacular.

3 StreetArt competition

StreetArt is one of the ways of expression 

for young people and is a big part of street 

culture. Models for artists will be placed 

throughout the festival territory, which are 

proposed to be painted by teams of street 

artists from the BSSSC members. In the 

future, these art objects will decorate the 

streets of the host city, and an exhibition of 

the best works will be organized during the 

anniversary festival.



Some details about BALTIC STREETS

4 STREET FOOD

A large number of people will get 

hungry sooner or later during the 

festival.  And at this moment the 

streetfood festival will come to the 

rescue. A colourful Food Tracks with 

national food from BSSSC countries will 

not leave anyone indifferent, every 

visitor will find something to his liking.

5 Open Air Film Festival

Comfortable armchairs, a huge screen and 

a good movie will help you relax after the 

bright basketball games. The competition is 

attended by works of young talented 

directors from the countries of the 

commonwealth

6 Sports, dance and freestyle

Dance battles and freestyle competitions -

there is no street culture without them. The 

best representatives of the BSSSC regions 

will compete for the title of the kings of the 

Baltic streets.



Some details about BALTIC STREETS

7 Musical part

During all days of the festival, 

representatives of the BSSC members 

perform on the stage in the evenings. 

On the territory of the festival, there are 

small platforms for rap battles.

On the last day of the festival, the 

closing of the festival takes place in the 

evening, to which the head-liner is 

invited - the famous artist born in the 

countries of bsssc members.

What about place in Kaliningrad?

We propose to hold this festival on the island of Kant. This is the 

historical center of Kaliningrad, which combines modern Russian and 

German culture. The Cathedral is responsible for the German 

component, and the MOST public space is responsible for modern 

Russia, where there are 3 full-fledged playgrounds and one for 3x3 

basketball with stands.



Baltic 360°

What is Baltic 360°?

Baltic 360° is a bike relay race through the countries of BSSSC. The race is supposed to provide a 360° dynamic view 

on the countries involved, thus having observed the visual part of our cultures - architecture.

1

Why is it so important to be 

organised?

1) bike sport unites us

2) cultural overview of BSSSC 

members

3) can be organised right now

2 How is it conducted?

The race starts in Kaliningrad and has two 

alternative routes, each is 2,000 km long:

1) To Oslo through Poland, Germany, 

Denmark and Sweden;

2) To Pori (Finland) through Lithuania, 

Latvia, Estonia and St. Petersburg.
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Route 1



A bit more about Baltic 360°

Each one covers half of country members or more and is laid through most picturesque cities and towns. The routes 

are thought to show the best Baltic architecture and some seasides without using any ferries. Only bikes and only 

roads are involved - to provide a constant dynamic 360° view.

To observe the Covid-19 pandemic restrictions, all the bikers ride within their countries, passing the torch (i.e. the 

360° camera) to the next state on the boarders.

Local authorities, such as governors and mayors of the Baltic subregions, are involved as bikers, to launch the relay 

race in their cities, thus popularizing BSSSC even more. Sports and arts celebrities can follow their examples as well. 

Semiring around the Baltic sea is the best option for the event in terms of duration, number of participants and 

BSSSC members coverage.

Route 2



Summer solstice

Our mutual history – is the thing that unity us. We want people not only to remember it, but 

to have an opportunity to live through the best moments of it. For that aim we want to 

organize the festival in a Medieval style. Imagine yourself walking through a medieval fair, 

hearing folk music from everywhere, seeing buffoons show, listening to a sailor’s stories 

from far unknown places. Wandering artists will show different myths and then people will 

vote for the best costume. Everyone will have opportunity to learn how to shoot from a bow 

and to try medieval dishes.

In the evening everyone will gather around bonfire and an old mature knight will tell 

legends about fantastic creatures and stories about fights where he got all those scars.  

Why it will be interesting for every region? Because we all have rich history and want it to 

be saved.  

We think that this kind of activity will be interesting for everyone.

Dates: June 20-21



“From a different angle”

We think that the best way to get known with the character of a nation is to watch plays created 

by its famous and genius play writers. But what is well-known for compatriots of the author 

from the childhood, can be interpreted differently by the foreigners, who will look on them from 

the different angle.  That’s why we present our event which will help to know the neighbor’s 

culture better, promote own, and to get opportunity to find something new in a well-known.

“From a different angle” is a theater festival, which will be going for a week at the same time in 

every city participator. During our festival each region chooses one or a group of play writers, 

whose works will be presented in another region.  For the even deeper understanding of the 

neighbor’s “souls”, art exhibitions can be presented too.

This event will be interesting both for the youth and adults.

When?

Spring 2021



TELL ME 

TELL ME is a program for people who are ready to help each other and to create a unity with neighboring 

countries. The main point of this is to create volunteering opportunities for countries of BSSSC with the final 

project – video interview with 10 people of different occupation. Every channel in every country produces wide 

range of TV programs in which famous people share their life experience. People of all ages are interested in 

gaining it by talking or listening to other people so why not to do the same but with ordinary people who are 

close to us but differs in customs and languages? Participants will have to ask those questions that they found 

vivid and interesting. As the program is supposed to be exchange, in the end of the period, volunteers will be 

able to compare their projects and share their results, emotions and new ideas.

Why filming The interview?

This activity requires the only thing that is available for everyone – phone with camera. That’s it.

Why they have to do these projects during volunteering?

First of all, helping each other always unites people. Secondly, volunteering helps participants to become a real 

part of the society, not just a foreigner on a vacation. Therefore, their projects can be made about real people, 

real lives and real experience. Such things move us a lot and depict the factual situation in the country. Only in 

real discussion people can reveal their feelings, fears and hopes for the future in their country. This is how nations 

can be closer to each other by getting aware of different culture and people.

These participants, have returned home, become people who contribute to the relationship between countries of 

BSSSC sharing the real subject of the country which they have visited and people whom they have met.



Any questions?

Kaliningrad cultural youth hub open for any connections!


